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The Project 

 

The project was the I-95 Miami rehabilitation project in Miami, Florida.  Archer Western 

Contractors, Ltd. (Archer Western) was the contractor of the project.  The project included the 

removal and replacement of concrete pavement within the established project limits, such as 

replacement of all asphalt shoulder pavement with full depth concrete shoulder pavement.  The 

project also included drainage modifications and new concrete barrier walls in the center median 

of the I-95, see Figures 1 and 2. 

 

After Archer Western installed the buried drainage pipe involved in the incident, video evidence 

from the pipeline video inspection indicated that the pipe was either damaged during construction 

or mis-installed.  Therefore, Archer Western decided to open a trench to repair/replace the pipe, 

see Figure 3, and had its employees to hand-dig the trench along the concrete barrier wall.  The 

trench was approximately three and one-half feet deep, approximately 2 feet 10 inches wide and 

more than one hundred and thirty feet long.  The concrete barrier wall involved in the incident was 

approximately 121 feet long, see Figure 4. 

 

The Incident 

 

On February 4, 2018, around 3:00 a.m., two employees of Archer Western were inside the trench 

working on the pipe.  The entire concrete barrier wall, approximately 121 feet long, collapsed into 

the trench killing the two employees who were in the trench. 

 

Analysis and Discussion 

 

The trench cross section, shown in Figure 3, is based on the observations and measurements 

obtained from our field visit on February 6, 2018.  The concrete barrier wall sat directly on the 

utility trench, which was backfilled with flowable fill.  Other than the subgrade soil underneath, 

the concrete barrier wall was not supported by or secured to any other structures, such as an inlet 

or pavement shoulder, see Figures 4 to 6. 

 

The loads imposed on the subgrade soil from the concrete barrier wall was not limited to the 

immediate area of the wall, but also extended some distance away from the wall.  This distance 

can be estimated as being equal to the depth of the excavation.  Thus, a critical plane is formed 

sloping up from the bottom of the excavation toward the wall at an angle of 45 degrees, see Figure 

3.  Since the footing of the concrete barrier wall remained completely above the critical plane, 

according to the discussions in the preamble to OSHA’s excavation standards (at 54 Federal 

Register 45924, October 31, 1989), the stability of the concrete barrier wall was endangered by 

the excavation operations.  Therefore, per OSHA standard CFR 1926.651(i)(1) support systems 

should have been provided to ensure stability of the concrete barrier wall to protect employees 

working the trench. 

 

During our site visit, the excavated soil was classified as OSHA Type C soil according to the site 

conditions and natural characteristics of the earth deposits, see Figures 5 and 6.  Based on the 

OSHA laboratory test (see Appendix A), the sample of earth deposits collected at the incident site 

was further classified as granular sand with no cohesion, corresponding to OSHA Type C soil.  
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The soil sample contained 91.7% sand and gravel.  At the incident site, it was also observed that 

large clumps of excavated spoil broke into small pieces without difficulty.  Besides, approximately 

0.1 inches of rain fell within 24 hours of the incident (see Appendix B for national climatic data).  

These facts confirmed that the subgrade soil at the incident site was not able to sustain the concrete 

barrier wall when the collapse occurred. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Based upon the above, we conclude that: 

1) The cause of the failure was the instability of the concrete barrier wall.  The instability of 

the concrete barrier wall was caused by the trench excavation operations. 

2) No support systems such as shoring, bracing, or underpinning were provided by Archer 

Western to ensure the safety of employees and the stability of the concrete barrier wall, 

prior to, during and after the trench was opened. 

3) Archer Western violated the OSHA standard CFR 1926.651(i)(1) by not providing a 

support system, such as shoring, bracing, or underpinning to ensure stability of the concrete 

barrier wall for the protection of the employees. 

4) Archer Western violated the OSHA standard CFR 1926.651(k)(1) by not conducting any 

inspection of the excavation and the adjacent areas by a competent person prior to the start 

of the work or as needed throughout the shift, on or prior to 02/04/2018. 
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Figure 1 Project site (courtesy of Google.com) 

 

 

Figure 2 Typical section before excavation – looking north 

 

Buried drainage pipe 
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Figure 3 Typical section of the excavation prior to the collapse – looking north 

 

 

Figure 4 Plan view of the incident site 

 

Section see Figure 3 
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Figure 5 Scene of incident – looking south (North end of the barrier wall) 
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Figure 6 South end of the concrete barrier wall 
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